We define a superposition calculus specialized for abelian groups represented as integer modules, and show its refutational completeness. This allows to substantially reduce the number of inferences compared to a standard superposition prover which applies the axioms directly. Specifically, equational literals are simplified, so that only the maximal term of the sums is on the left-hand side. Only certain minimal superpositions need to be considered; other superpositions which a standard prover would consider become redundant. This not only reduces the number of inferences, but also reduces the size of the AC-unification problems which are generated. That is, AC-unification is not necessary at the top of a term, only below some non-AC-symbol. Further, we consider situations where the axioms give rise to variable overlaps and develop techniques to avoid these explosive cases where possible.
Introduction
Historically, starting from plain resolution, more and more problematic axioms have been built into theorem provers. This ranges from paramodulation and superposition, where the axioms of equality are built-in, to equational theorem proving modulo AC. We develop a superposition calculus for first-order theories containing integer modules or equivalently abelian groups. There the inverse law is problematic, since it allows to move the terms of a sum from one side of an equation to the other in an uncontrolled way. We represent the built-in theory by a ground convergent term rewriting system. Ground equations are reduced with respect to this system and simplified such that the maximal monomial of the two terms is on the left-hand side and all other terms are on the right-hand side. This allows to derive a mapping from such a simplified equation to a symmetrized set of rules, that is, a set of rules such that critical peaks and cliffs with the built-in theory converge. These symmetrizations are not actually computed, but used in the model construction for the completeness proof. Another innovation of our calculus is that integer coefficients represent multiple occurrences of the same term in the sum. Note that we are not interested in proving theorems about integers; for our purposes it suffices that integers are handled by some kind of constraint solver.
"Proofs are available at http://www.mpi-sb.rapg.de/-juergen/publications/RTA96/. IMax-Planck-Institut fiir l.nformatik, Ira Stadtwald, D-66123 Saarbriicken. Tel: +49-681-9325-228, fax: +49-681-9325-299, emaih juergenQmpi-sb.mpg.de VV'WW: http://www .mpi-sb .mpg.del-juergen/ Syntactically this means that we do not allow equations between integers. Apart from that we have no restrictions on the problem; our calculus is refutationally complete for any set of first-order clauses. In particular, we allow arbitrary uninterpreted function symbols. These are symbols which do not occur in the built-in axioms)
We now compare our approach to a more general prover, which represents at least part of the theory of abelian groups explicitly by some subset T of its clause set T U N, where our prover would operate on N only. We consider superposition inferences which the general prover would perform, and distinguish three cases, based on how many premises of the inference are from T.
Both premises are from T. Since we use a convergent term rewriting system to represent the built-in theory, we need not perform these inferences at all.
One premise is from T and the other from N. We carefully control these inferences. On the ground level, we reduce an equation until it is sufficiently simplified. That is, we reduce the maximal terms of both sides, and as a specialty we can also reduce the whole equation, so that the maximal term is isolated on the left-hand side and the other terms are on the right-hand side. Note that we do not arrive at a normal form, since we avoid reductions in non-maximal terms. When lifted to the non-ground level, each reduction step leads to an inference. The restriction to maximal terms allows to strengthen the ordering restrictions, so that they not only select a literal or a term in an equation, but reach inside a sum and select terms of the sum for superposition.
Both premises are from N. We may restrict inferences to those where both premises are sufficiently simplified. The selected term of these clauses doesn't have the AC-symbol + at the root, hence AC-extensions are not needed. Moreover, ACunification problems are smaller than they would be for a standard AC-prover, since only maximal terms are unified. On the other hand, we additionally need to superpose with the extensions from the symmetrization into unextended clauses. For groups it is however not necessary to superpose into extensions or to consider superpositions between two extensions.
Let us demonstrate the method by a simple example.
-~(5-f(a + O) + a ,~ f(a) + 3. a)
(1)
9 (2)
where f(a) >-a >-b >.-c in the reduction ordering. The clause (1) needs to be simplified. We first reduce a + 0 to a and then we isolate all occurrences of f(a) on the left-hand side.
-',(4. f(a) ~ (-1). a + 3. a)
Superposition with the extension 4-f(x) ~, 2. x of (2) into (3) yields a (-1). a + 3-a)
which is simplified to -,(0 ~ 0) and in turn to the empty clause.
A particularly problematic case is that of variables in top positions, that is not below an uninterpreted function symbol. In this case the axioms give rise to variable overlaps. We develop techniques to avoid these explosive cases where possible.
1Our inference system specializes to the corresponding Grbbner base algorithm for the case of unconditional ground equations with a finite set of constants as the uninterpreted function symbols. Note that these constants represent the unknowns of the polynomials.
